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Need a distraction 
amid the doom  
and gloom?
Check out our daily puzzle page.

Friday 14th August 2020

Pub quiz
1. On which Japanese island is the city of Kyoto located? 

2. Harissa is the national dish of which small European nation? 

3. Who is the current President of Brazil?

4. True or false: Argentina is home to the world’s largest resort 
swimming pool? 

5. What is the currency of Papua New Guinea? 

6. What is the national sport of Papua New Guinea? 

7. Which mythical creature is featured on the national flag of 
Wales? 

8. Which modern country was referred to as Gaul in ancient 
times? 

9. Which country has the internet domain code .kh?

10. Which country boasts the largest population of pigs?

11. What country is this collection of pictures spelling out?

Unscramble
HOW many words can you make out of these nine letters? Every word 

needs to include the centre letter, have four letters or more and not be 
a proper noun or a plural. You can only use each letter once. 

I
D T V
E
T

E
C E

Good – 10 words
Very good – 15 words
Excellent – 20 words

NOTE: We’ve used Chambers Dictionary to decide what words are 
acceptable.

Whose flag is this?

THIS country has gone for a 
very simple flag to represent their 
nation, with only two colours and 
no other symbols.

The flag was first used by 
revolutionaries who were 

wanting independence from the 
state that controlled the country 
and originally the colours were 
switched.

Do you know whose flag this is?
Check Monday for the answer.
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Funnies Flashback
WE’VE trawled through the TD Window Seat 

archives to give you a blast from the past. Here’s some 
gems from 11 Jul 2013.

TOURISTS visiting Death Valley National Park in eastern 
California in the USA have been formally requested to stop 
frying eggs on the pavement.

It’s really, really hot in Death Valley - about 53 degrees Celsius 
this week - and one of the park’s staff posted a video on 
YouTube showing her cooking an egg using just a frypan and the 
sun.

The idea has taken off, but unfortunately many visitors don’t 
bring a skillet with them, meaning carparks are becoming 
littered with sticky, eggy mess.

The national park has issued an update on its Facebook page, 
saying that since the video was posted, “the Death Valley NP 
maintenance crew has been busy cleaning up eggs cracked 
directly on the sidewalk, including egg cartons and shells strewn 
across the parking lot.

“This is your national park, please put trash in the garbage or 
recycle bins provided and don’t crack eggs on the sidewalks,” 
officials pleaded. The YouTube video also warns that visitors 
shouldn’t try to fry eggs on the ground.

“It makes a mess and it doesn’t work,” it says.

ANSWERS 13 AUG

Where in the world: Brooklyn Bridge, New York, USA
Know your brands: Australian Open (Tennis), 2 Toyota, 3 Airbnb,  
4 Louis Vuitton
Whose animal is this: Okapi - Democratic Republic of the Congo
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